
VIA StreetWise IoT 
Solutions

With the rapid development of the Internet of Things, 
cloud computing, mobile internet as well as smart transporta-
tion and power grids, the promise of Smart Cities is quickly becom-
ing a reality. Sustainable growth, efficiency of services and quality of 
life improvement have become the top priority of many urban govern-
ments and are first steps in building smart communities. 

VIA StreetWise IoT solutions are designed to accelerate the deployment of various 
Smart City applications. With high-performance compute, graphics and video features 
designed especially for intensive multimedia shopping, entertainment, and navigation 
applications, our platforms are ideal for smart lockers, smart vending machines, and smart 
information kiosks and signage deployments.



VIA StreetWise IoT 
VIA StreetWise IoT solutions combine an ultra-reliable, high-performance system hardware 
platform with a stable Android software framework that enables the rapid develop-
ment of multimedia-rich applications and services, using touch, voice, and 
wireless interfaces. Our solutions provide scalable interactive hubs 
for businesses and government departments to deliver a 
host of innovative and environmentally friendly 
logistics, retail, and smart city services 
directly from the streetside. 

The convenience of online shopping has led to an explosive growth in “on demand ” 
O2O (online-to-offline) delivery services that enable consumers to pick up their 
orders exactly when and where they need them. With smart phone connectivity and 
compatibility with mobile payment services, Smart Lockers are quickly morphing 
into streetwise self-service hubs that can provide additional services such as utility 
bill payments, laundry deliveries, and local shopping and transportation informa-
tion for the on-the-go consumer. 

Vending machine technology has evolved to a point where new machines are able 
to engage shoppers with high-definition displays and interactive touchscreens as 
well as support multiple payment methods. Smart Vending Machines provide 
opportunities to expand the scope of online and offline transactions, and to create 
O2O automated convenience stores.

With a user-friendly touchscreen interface and support for multiple payment meth-
ods Smart Kiosks are quickly becoming an essential element of Smart Communities. 
They can handle multiple types of transactions, from parking tickets payment to 
food ordering and shopping. 

Digital Signage provides a communication space to display rich content such as 
digital images, video, streaming media, and information, to engage with customers, 
students or employees. 

Smart Lockers
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Smart Vending Machines
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VIA StreetWise IoT Solutions 
VIA offers the broadest range of low power compact commercial-grade boards, modules, 
starter kits, and systems targeted specifically for StreetWise IoT applications. With 
a full range of hardware and software customization services available, 
our solutions can be tailor-made to meet customers’ unique 
requirements while drastically reducing deployment 
times.

Optimized Linux and Android BSP development kits including the VIA Smart ETK, 
enabling full support for customer-specific requirements from application design 
and software development to remote monitoring & maintenance, greatly speeding 
up the development process and time to market. VIA StreetWise IoT solutions can 
easily integrate a range of verified touch screen and digital signage displays to 
enhance the overall user experience.

Design－ Develop－ Deploy

VIA StreetWise IoT solutions offer a rich array of I/O for controlling and collecting 
mission critical data from a wide range of devices and sensors coupled with 
real-time data processing and analysis to safeguard against system crashes, ensure 
optimum performance, and generate system reports. Redundant networking 
options ensure 24 / 7 remote monitoring and control of even the most remote 
installations.

Connect－ Collect － Control

Our extensive in-house silicon, board and system design expertise enables us to 
provide low power, ultra - compact, and ready - to - use StreetWise IoT systems 
tailor-made for your target application. Ruggedized design characteristics such as 
wide voltage and operating temperature ranges, anti-shock, and surge protection, 
all backed by up to 7 years longevity support, provide the utmost reliability and 
durability in the most demanding environments.

Reliability － Security － Longevity
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VIA ARTiGO A830 StreetWise IoT Platform
Combining high-performance and low-power consumption with a ruggedized ultra-compact 
design able to withstand the most demanding outdoor environmental conditions, the 
VIA ARTiGO A830 provides an ultra-reliable and highly-scalable solution for 
streetWise IoT deployments. Flexible I /O connectivity options and 
advanced software development tools provide ample customi-
zation headroom for a wide variety of applications, 
including smart lockers, smart vending 
machines, and smart information 
kiosks and signage.

■  Rich I/O :
     Including six USB 2.0 ports, five RS- 232 COM ports, one 3-pole Phoenix RS- 485 COM port, one Gigabit Ethernet port,   
     and one SIM card slot that support a wide variety of peripherals such as touch screens, barcode scanners and readers, 
     and security cameras.

■  Advanced video and audio performance :
     Including HDMI and LVDS support for high-definition video and an integrated 5W audio amplifier for high- quality 
     audio output.

■  Wide operating temperature -20℃ ~ 60℃ :
     Ensures stable operation in harsh climate conditions.

■  Anti- static and lightning Protection :
     Provides resistance to various external shocks for uninterrupted 24 / 7 operation.

■  Android BSP Development Kit :
     Enables full support for customers-specific requirements from application design and software development to 
     remote monitoring & maintenance – greatly speeding up the development process and time to market.

Key features include :
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